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Floating staircases are proving an enduring finish for
Perth’s most prestigious homes.

S

taircases can make an instant design
statement in a home, commanding
attention with their bold form and
grand appearance.
From traditional timber straight flights and
half-landing stairs to arched stairs and spiral, its
easy to feel overwhelmed by the options available
on the market, let alone the finishes and fittings
that will add a personalised stamp.
With a strong presence in WA as a leading
supplier and manufacturer of stair nosing,
stair treads and staircases, Byfinesse is just
the one for the job.
The company’s experience of more than
15 years in the timber flooring industry has
taught it that the usual methods used in creating
staircases, particularly from prefinished
engineered boards, were inadequate.
These techniques used substitute materials,
which meant colours rarely matched, and the final
product was not uniform throughout.
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With this in mind, Byfinesse developed
innovative techniques to manufacture treads
from any engineering/solid flooring material
provided by any manufacturer.
In addition to creating faultless treads, LED
lights can also be incorporated for a striking finish.
It is this passion and desire to create that has led
the company to develop floating stairs that have
acquired engineering certification.
Unique in their design, the floating stairs do
not require any steel to be chased into the wall
cavity, and the wire balustrade opens up the
staircase for visual appeal.
Byfinesse creates all of this using stateof-the-art European machinery, 3D software,
and the hard work of its experienced and
knowledgeable team of staff.
No job is too big for Byfinesse, which thrives
on tackling complex jobs, and finding
solutions to problems that have previously
existed in the industry.
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